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Homology and fibratîons I
Coalgebras, cotensor product and its derived functors

by Samuel Eilenberg1) and John C. Moore

1. Introduction

The study of the relations between the homology structure of the base

space, the total space and the fiber of a fibration offers ample opportunity for
application of homological algebra. This séries of papers develops some of this
algebra and dérives its relations with the géométrie situations.

In this paper the basic notion is that of a (graded differential) coalgebra A
over a commutative ring K. Left and right (graded differential) yl-comodules
are defined as well as a cotensor product A £}AB of a right yl-eomodule A
and a left yl-comodule B. Using a suitable relative notion of an injective
resolution the derived functor CotoTA(A> B) (which is a graded X-module)
is defined. This functor is the target of a spectral séquence {Er(A, A, B), dr)
and under some flatness conditions (which are always satisfied if K is a field)
the term E2(A,A,B) is isomorphic with CotovH{A) (H (A), H (B)). This
algebraic apparatus is developed in §§ 2-10.

The contact with geometry is established in the following way. We consider
a commuting diagram

E'JL+E

B' —> B

of topological spaces and continuous maps. The normalized singular chains of
B with coefficients in K yield a coalgebra (B; K). We regard {B'\ K) as a
left (B; if)-comodule and for any coefficient X-module C we may regard
(E; C) as a right (B; JT)-eomodule. The diagram above then yields a natural
transformation

C)-+ Cotor{B>K)((E; C), (Bf; K))

The main resuit (Theorem 12.1) asserts that if the space B is pathwise con-
nected and simply connected, n is a fibration and ri is the induced fibration
by / then x yields an isomorphism

*) Supported by Contract NONR 266 (57).
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H(Ef; G) m CotoT{B>K)((E; C), (B'; K)) (1.1)

A very important spécial case is when B1 is a single point. Then E' is the
fiber F corresponding to the point f(B') of B and (1.1) becomes

H(F; C) w Cotot{B>K)((E\ C), K) (1.2)

In § 15 we give a more elaborate relative version of (1.1). In § 18 we show
that if G K and suitable flatness conditions hold then both sides of (1.1)
and (1.2) acquire the structure of graded Z-coalgebras and (1.1) and (1.2)
are isomorphisms of if-coalgebras. For gênerai C (1.1) and (1.2) are iso-

morphisms of right comodules over thèse coalgebras. Similar considérations
apply to the terms of the spectral séquences approximating the right sides of
(1.1) and (1.2).

A very important spécial case has to be attributed to Adams [1]. If E is

the space of paths in B with fixed origin 60 and n: E -> B is the évaluation
at the end point of each path, the fiber F is the loop space Q{B). Since E is

contractible, the isomorphism (1.2) may be reduced to

H(Q(B); C) ** CotoT{B>K)(C; K) (1.3)
and in particular

H(Q(B); K) <* Cotor{B>K)(K, K). (1.4)

Starting with the coalgebra (B;K), Adams has constructed a complex X
(the co-bar construction) and has shown that H(X) & H(Q(B); K) when K
is a principal idéal intégral domain. In our theory X appears as an injective
resolution which allows to compute Cotor(J5;£)(jS^, K).

The définition of Cotor properly belongs to the domain of relative homo-

logical algebra that will be treated by us in a forthcoming publication. How-

ever, it has been possible without serious loss of space to give hère an entirely
self-contained account.

2. Coalgebras and comodules

Let K dénote a commutative ring (with unit). We shall consider complexes C

...-*C7nicn_1-*...-*tf0->0

of if-modules. A morphism f : C -> D will be a family of Z-morphisms
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fn : Cn -> Dn commuting with the differentiations. The resulting category is
denoted by DGK. Any iT-module C is regarded as an object of DGK by
taking CQ C and Cn 0 for n =£ 0. In partieular K itself is an object
of DGK. The tensor product C ® D for C, D e DGK is defined in the usual

way and is again in DGK. We adopt the usual identifications K ® C C

C®Z.
A coalgebra yl over K (or a If-coalgebra) consists of an object A of DGK

together with a pair of morphisms

e:A -> JT, ô: A ->A ® A

satisfying the identities

(e ®A)ô lA (A ®e)ô, (ô ® A)ô (yl ® <5)<5.

A right ^1-comodule is an object A of DGK together with a ''structure mor-
phism"

V :A ->A ® A
satisfying

(e®A)\7=Ia, (S7®A)\/=(A ® <5) V.

With the obvious morphisms, thèse right comodules form a category DGA
(the category of graded differential right comodules over A). Analogously we
define the left comodules and obtain the category AD G. The ring K itself
is a coalgebra with s ô 1# and every complex over K is also a comodule.
Thus the notation DGK is unambiguous.

Ail the above can be repeated by requiring that ail differential operators
be zéro. We then obtain the catégories GK> G A and A G where A is a K-
coalgebra with zéro differentiation. We shall regard (?iasa subcategory of
DGA.

The category DGA is an additive category with cokernels. If A is ii-flat
(i.e., if each An is a flat K-module) then DGA is an abelian category. The
category DGA is equipped with a natural functor DGA-+DGK obtained
by neglecting the structure morphism. There is an adjoint functor in the
opposite direction which to each object Ce DGK assigns the extended

4-comodule C <g> A with the structure morphism V C ® ô. More generally,
if A is a right yl-comodule and C is in DGK then C ® A is a right
^1-comodule with the structure morphism
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Let A be a right /L-comodule and B a left /l-eomodule. The cotensor product
A D^jB is defined as the object in DGK which is the kernel of

i : A ® B -> A ® ,4 ® B i : V,* ® •# — -4 ® Vs

Proposition 2.1. If -4 C <g> A is an extended comodule then the mor-
phism

estabHshes an isomorphism

C ® B « ((7 ®yl) D^J5.

Prooî. Let fc C®e®JS:C®^l®JB->(7®J5. We verify by com-
putation that

^• 0, kj=\CQBi jkf f if if 0.

Thus j is a kernel for i.

Corollary 2.2. A nAA ^

3. Resolutions

The functor Cotor^1 will be defined as the right derived functor of the co-

tensor product, in a suitable relative sensé. This relativity is indicated by
defining the terms "injective" and "exact". For the purposes of this paper
we choose the injective comodules to be the direct summands of extended
comodules.

Proposition 3.1. A right ^4-comodule A is injective if and only if there
exists a morphism / : A ® A -> A of right -,4-comodules such that the
composition

A —> A ® A —? A
is the identity.

Prooî. If A is a direct summand of an extended /l-comodule C ® A then

we hâve morphisms
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in DGA whose composition is the identity. Then define / as the composition

The exact séquences in DG A are defined to be the séquences in DG A which
are split exact when viewed in DGK.

A complex X in DGA will always be assumed to be négative

X° -> X1 ->...-> Xn ->

with the usual convention Xn X_n. The complex X is said to be injective
if each Xn is injective in the tense defined above. A complex X is augmented
if it is accompanied by a morphism e : A -> X° such that the composition
A -> X° -^ X1 is zéro. We write e : A -> X, regarding iasa complex con-
centrated in degree zéro and e as a morphism of complexes. The augmented
complex e : A -> X is said to be acyclic if the séquence

is exact, i.e. is split exact in the category DGK. If e: A ->X is both
injective and acyclic then we say that e : A -> X is an injective resolution of A.
The existence of injective resolutions in the above sensé will be shown in § 6.

The only other fact needed hère is

Proposition 3.2. Consider a diagram

0 -> A -> X° -> X1 ->...-> Xn ->

n
0-> Af -> X'°-> X'1-> ->X'*~>

in DGA in which the upper row is exact and in the lower row X'n are injective
for n 0, 1, Then there exists a family of morphisms fn : Xn -> X'n
which render the diagram commutative.

As usual the séquence {fn} is defined inductively using

Proposition 3.3. Given an exact séquence

...-?4,-4_1->... -oo<n<~ (3.1)

in DO A and given an injective comodule B in DOA the séquence
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is exact. Hère A (A, B) dénotes the jfiT-module of ail morphisms A -> B in
DGA.

Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that B C ®^ A
is an extended eomodule. We then hâve the natural isomorphism
A (A, C <g) A) & K (A, C) where / : A -> C ® A and g : A -> C détermine
each other as follows

Since in the category DGK the séquence (3.1) is split exact, the conclusion
follows.

4. Complexes and filtrations

Let Ibea complex in DG and Y a complex in DG. We then hâve the
JT-modules

with commuting differential operators

a • 2 Q,8,t ~^ J-q-l,$,t9 a • ¦Lq,8,t^ Âq,i-l,t> a * ¦* q, 8,t ^ x q, s ,t-l '

We convert this "triple" complex into a "single" complex T(X, A, Y) using
the direct product as follows :

Tn(X, A, T) nTq<t>t(X, A, Y), q + s + t n

and considering the total differential operator which on each Tq8t is

d d' + (— l)qd" + (—l)«+*cT.

Note that T(X, A, Y) is a complex of ^-modules ranging in gênerai from

— oo to -f- oo.

Similarly we define

S9tt>t(X,A,Y) Ha(X,nAYt)

Sq>p(X, A,Y)= II8,,.tt(X, A, Y), s + t p

8n(X,A,Y)=II8q,p(X,A,Y), p + q n.
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The differential operators on the complexes 8q ^ and S are given by
(—l)«d" + (— l)«+8dw. Thus in a sensé S is the homology of T with respect
to the partial differential operator df. Clearly

Hn(8(X, A, Y))

We define the main filtration of T(A, A, B) by setting

F8tt, n q + s + t, s + t<r.
We then hâve

T Fo 3 F_t 3 d^d Fp_x 3

The filtration is complète [5] because of the direct product used in the
définition of T. Further we find that

pJptqttTherefore

and

Proposition 4.1. Let X be an injective complex in DO A and let rj : B -> Y
be an acyclic augmented complex in ADO. Then

HT(X,A9r]):HT(XiA,B)-+HT(X,A9 Y)

HS(X,A,r)):H8(X,A,B)->HS(XiA> Y)

are isomorphisms.

Prooî. In view of the main filtration, the statement for 8 implies that for
T. We now filter the complexes 8q^(X,A, B) and Sq(X,A,Y) by the
resolution degree of X. The associated graded objects are then 8qt # (Xp, A, B)
and 8q^{Xp,A, Y). Thus it suffices to show that

is an isomorphism for every injective A. Without loss of generality we may
assume that A is an extended comodule A G ® A. From 2.1 we deduce
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that 89t* (A, A, B) Hq(C ® 5) while flffft # (-4, il, Y) is the complex

J?ff(C®7°)->iïa(C®:P)->...
Since the séquence

0 -> 5 -> 7° -» F1 ->

is split exact in the category DGK,it remains exact after the application of
the functor Hq(C ® —). This implies that HSq ^(A, Afrj) is an isomorphism
as required.

5. The îunctor Cotor

Consider AtDGA, BeADG and let

e:A->X, rj:B~>Y

be injective resolutions. It follows from 4.1 that we hâve isomorphisms

HT(X,A,B)

of graded ^-modules. Any of thèse three graded Z-modules is denoted by
CotorA (A, B). The independence of CotorA (A, B) of the choice of resolutions

and the functorial properties of Cotor will be established below.

By 4.1 we also hâve isomorphisms

and the common value of thèse if-modules is denoted by

Thèse are the terms Epq of the spectral séquences of the main filtration
applied to the complexes T(X,A,B) or T(X,A,Y) or T(A, A, Y). The

terms E rp q, r ^ 2 of thèse spectral séquences will be denoted by E rp
q A, A, B).

We note that ETpq 0 unless p ^ 0 and q ^ 0.
The augmentations e and r\ induce morphisms

6 : H {A UAB) -* Cotor'1 {A, B)
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If A is injective then we may choose A X and e and e' are then isomor-
phisms. Similarly if B is injective.

Suppose now that A, A and B hâve zéro differentiation. Then (see § 6) the
injective resolutions X and Y may be chosen so that each X8 and Yt has

zéro differentiation. Then in the complex T(X, A, Y) the differential oper-
ator df is identically zéro so that T(X, A, Y) coïncides with 8(X, A, F).
Thus the spectral séquence coliapses and Cotor71 (A> B) may be identified
with E2(A9A,B). Thus Cotor"1 (A, B) is bigraded in the sensé that

(A, B) nCotoTpq(A9 B), p + q n
where

Cotorp>,(^( B) E%,t{A, B) Ht(Sp^(X, A, Y))

Let <p : A -> A' be a morphism of iT-coalgebras. Every yl-comodule A may
then be regarded as a yT-comodule with the structure morphism

A ç?-morphism f:A -> A' for A eDGA, A1 eDGA' is defined as a
morphism in DGA' of A regarded as a /L'-comodule. If further g : B -> B' is a
9?-morphism with B c AD G, B1 c A* DG then we readily define the induced
morphism / D^: A \3AB -> A' UA> Br in DGK.

Now let
e':A' -+X' rj':Bf -> F

be a yl'-injective resolution of A' € DGAf, Bf e A'DG. From 3.1 we deduce
the existence of ç?-morphisms F : X -> Xr and G : Y -> F' such that
Fe eff, Grj rj'g. We then hâve the commutative diagram

2l, F) ^—HT (A, A, Y)

HT(F,<p,g) J GT(F9<p,G) j HT(f,<p,G) J

7, A', T) <— HT(A', A\ Y1)

where ail the horizontal morphisms are isomorphisms. It follows that the
vertical morphisms are independent of the 'liftings" F and G of f and g.
There results a morphism

Cotor* (/, g) : Coto^ (A, B) -> Cotor^1' (A', B')

defined for a morphism <p : A -> A' and ç?-morphisms / : A -> A', g: B -> Bf.
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If A A' and q> 1^ then we write Cotor'1 (/, g) for Coter* (/, g), and
this defines the structure of Cotor'1 as a functor. Incidentally, taking <p lAt
/= Ia, 0 1b, the argument above shows the independence of Cotor^1 (J., B)
of the choice of the resolutions.

The same procédure applied to the complexes S instead of T yields the
morphism

Thèse are of course the morphisms of the terms E2 of the spectral séquences
inducedby T(F,<pfG).

6. Canonical and tapered resolutions

Given A € DOA consider the séquence

0 —* A — A® A —> A1 —? 0

where A ® A has A <g> d as structural morphism. Then V is a morphism
in DOA and we define l as the cokernel of V. Since (A ® e) V 1^ the

séquence is a split exact séquence in DOK and thus is an exact séquence in
the sensé required hère.

Iterating this procédure, we obtain exact séquences

Jcp lp
0—>A*—> A* ® A—+A**1—?O (6.1)

where A A0, p 0, 1, Thus setting

A» ® A, d*>

we obtain an injective resolution V • A -> X. This is the canonical injective
resolution of A. This resolution has many useful properties. In particular, it
inherits many properties from A and A. For instance, a fact that we used in
§ 5, if A and A hâve zéro differentiation then so does each Xp.

The coalgebra A will be called connectée, if the morphism e : A -> K induces

an isomorphism Ao & K. In this case we usually identify Ao and K. This

imbedding of K into il is a morphism of JT-coalgebras and thus permits us to
regard K as a left or right yl-comodule.

If further At 0, then A is called simply connectée. More generally A is

k-connected (k ^ 0) if it is connected and if ^1^ 0 for 0 < i < k. Thus the
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terms "0-connected" and "l-conneeted" coincide with "connected" and
"simply connected".

Proposition 6.1. If the coalgebra A is fc-connected then in the canonical
injective resolution V ' A -> X we hâve

(X% 0 if i<(k+l)p.
Indeed, if A is &-conneeted and if Ai 0 for i <s, then Ai (A 0 A)€

for i < k + 1 + s, so that A \ 0 for i < k + 1 + s. Thus by induction
it follows that A\ 0 for i < (k +

Corollary 6.2. If A is connected then

Cotor^ (A, B) 0 if n < 0

Jjf€(il,Jï) O if p + q<0.
Indeed, if X is the canonical resolution of A then for n< 0

We shall be particularly interested in the case when A is simply connected.
In this case the canonical resolution X satisfies

(J»< 0 if i<2p.
A complex X with the above property will be called tapered. If X and Y are
tapered complexes then we hâve

Tqt99Î{X,A,Y) 0 exceptwhen — n^s + t^O
where n q + s -\-t. This implies that the product used to define Tn (X, A, Y)
is finite. For the main filtration {Fr} of T (X, A, Y) we hâve

Thus the main filtration is finite in each degree. Consequently, the spectral
séquence converges in the naive sensé.

For a tapered complex X in D G A we define a right /l-comodule X as follows

14CMHvol.40
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We note that the direct sum is finite. The differential operator is d d1 -f- (—
where

d' : (X»)t -> (Xp)^, d" : (XP)t -* (XP+i)t.

Now observe that for any if-module JB, the complex X ® B given by

O-^X0®^-*^1®^-*... -> X* ® J3 ->

is again tapered and so we hâve (X x B)~. Since the tensor product
commutes with direct sums, this may be identified with X ® B. If we now take

B A then the morphisms Vp • Xp -> Xp ® A induce a morphism
X -> X ® A of complexes, which in turn induce V .' X -> X ® A. This

converts X into a right ^4-comodule.

For any complex F in ADG, we now observe that

If Y also is tapered, then

T(X, A, Y) T(X, A,Y) XOAY.

IfXis a tapered injective resolution ofA then we hâve H (A) Cotor^1^, A)

^ -4) H(X). This yields

Proposition 6.3. If e : A -» X is a tapered injective resolution of A then

fi (e) : if (^4) ~^H(X) is an isomorphism.
This fact can of course also be verified directly by filtering X by the

resolution degree of X.

7. Flatness conditions

A D»JS:-module B will be called Z-flat if Bn is Z-flat for each n. If B is

^-flat and A is any DGlT-module then there is a spectral séquence converging
to H(A ® B) and with Tor*(lï(.4), H (B)) as term E2. This will be called

the KteNETH spectral séquence [3, Ch. XVII].

Theorem 7.1. Let q>: A -> A! be a morphism of if-coalgebras and

let /: A -> Aft g: B -> Bf be <p-morphisms with A *DGA, A' eDGA1,
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B c ADO, Bf € A'DO. Assume further that A,A',B,B' are #-flat. If
H(<p): H (A) -+H(Af), H(f): H(A) -> H {A') and H(g): H(B) -» H(B')
are isomorphisms then

Cotor* (/, g) : Cotor^1 {A, B) -> Cotoi^'(Af, B1)

E*(f,v,g): E*(A,A,B) -+E*(A', A', B')

are isomorphisms.

Proof. Clearly, the conclusion concerning JE?2 implies that for Cotor.
Let X and X' be the canonical resolutions of A and A'. Since the canonical

resolutions are functorial, the ^-morphism / : A -> A' yields a çp-morphism
F : X ~> X'. More precisely, we hâve the commutative diagrams

0 —? A*> —? A* ® A —? A**1 —? 0

fp\ fp®<p\ fp+1\

0 —>A'»—>A'v®A!—>A'^X—? 0

with fp defined inductively starting with / : A -> A' and with Fp fp ® <p.

If H(fi>) is an isomorphism then so is H(fp ® ç>), by the Kûnneth spectral
séquence. Therefore by the "five lemma", H(fp+1) also is an isomorphism.
Hence by induction it follows that H(fp) is an isomorphism for every p.

To show that E2(f,<p,g) is an isomorphism it suffices to show that

S(F, <p, g):S(X,A,B)-+ S(X', A', B')

is an isomorphism. For this it suffices to show that

H {F* n9g) : H(X* DA B) -> H(X'* uA> B1)

is an isomorphism. Since F*> fp ® 9?. This reduces to

H ((fp ®<p)D9g):H ((A* ®A)DAB)->H ((A'*> ® A1) UA* B')

By 2.1 this reduces to

H(fp ® g) : H (A* ® JB) -

The fact that this is an isomorphism follows again from the Kùnneth spectral
séquence.
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8. Finiteness conditions

A DOJT-module A will be said to be of finite type ifAn is finitely JT-generated
for each n.

Proposition 8.1. Assume that the ring K is noetherian, A is simply con-
nected, A and B are JT-flat and H (A), H {A) and H (B) are of finite type.
Then Cotor'1 (A, B) is of finite type.

Prooî. Let C be any DGK-modxûe with H(C) of finite type. Then

Tovf (Hn(C), Hm(B)) is finitely generated for each p,n,m and therefore by
the Kûnneth spectral séquence H (C ® B) is of finite type.

We now consider the construction of the canonical resolution X of A.
From the exact séquence (6.1) we deduce the exact triangle

H (A*) -> H {A* ®A)

H(A*>+1)

Thus if H (Ap) is of finite type, then so is H(Ap g) A) and consequently also

H(A»+1). Thus by induction, H(A*>) is of finite type. Since Xn OAB
(An ® A) UA -B ^ An ® B, it follows that H(Xn {JA B) is of finite type.

As a conséquence jE7*tq(A, A, B) is finitely generated for every p,q. Since

A is simply connected the convergence of the spectral séquence yields that
Cotor'1 (A, B) is of finite type.

9. Calculation of E\tq

If A and B are D G Jl-modules, then we hâve the morphism

H (A) ® H(B) -> £f(^l ® B). (9.1)

If B and H(B) (or J. and H (A)) are Z-flat, then it follows from the Kxînneth
spectral séquence that (9.1) is an isomorphism. Under thèse conditions we

shall regard (9.1) as an identification.
If A is a JT-coalgebra and if A and H (A) are X-flat, then it follows readily

that the mappings

H (e) : H(A) -> K, H(ô) : H (A) -> H(A ® A)
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convert 5(4) into a iT-coalgebra. Similarly, if 4 is a right 4-comodule, then

5(V) : H {A) -> H (A ® A) H (A) ® H (A)

converts H (A) into a right 5(4)-comodule. Similarly, for left 4-comodules.
Now let A be in DO A and B in ADO. Assume that A, H (A), B and H(B)

are -fiT-flat. We then hâve the exact séquences

0—>A UAB—>A ® B-^-> A <S) A® B

0 —? 5(4) dim)5(5) —? 5(4) ® H(B) -U 5(4) ® 5(4) ® 5(B)

and we may identify i' with H(i). There results a natural morphism

5(4 UAB) -»H(A) UmA)R(B). (9.2)

Proposition 9.1. If under the conditions above, 4 is 4-injective then H (A)
is 5(4)-injective and (9.2) is an isomorphism. Similarly, if B is 4-injective,
then H(B) is 5(4)-injective and (9.2) is an isomorphism.

Prooî. If 4 is 4-injective then by 3.1 there exists a morphism / : 4 ® A -> 4
such that the composition

4 JZ>4 ®4_I>4

is the identity. It follows that the composition

5(4)

is the identity, so that 5(4) is 5(4)-injective. To prove that (9.2) is an
isomorphism, we may replace 4 by A ® 4. Then by 2.1 both sides of (9.2)
become H (A) ® H(B). The case when £ is 4-injective is entirely similar.

Now assume that 4, 5(4), £ and #(£) are iT-flat and let £ : 4 -> X be

an injective resolution of 4. Then El*(A,A,B) is the homology of

H(XP+1 DA B) -> H(X, DA B) -> ^(Z^ CL B)

which by 9.1 is the homology of
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H(X,+1) aBU)H(B) -*H(XP) nBUyH(B)-+H(X,_1) aB{A)H(B). (9.3)

Since the séquence 0 -> A -> 1° -> X1 -> when regarded as a séquence
in DOK is split exact, it follows that the séquence

H (A) ->fl(I°) -* H (X1) -> (9.4)

is a split exact séquence of graded if-modules and therefore is an exact
séquence in the category DGH(A). Since H(Xn) is i/(yl)-injective, it follows
that (9.4) is an injective resolution of H (A) in the category DGH(A). Thus
the homology of (9.3) is Cotorf^iï^), H(B)). This yields

Theorem 9.2. If A, H (A), B and H(B) are jfiT-flat, then we hâve a natural
isomorphism

Elq(A, A, B) * CotoT^(H(A)9 H(B))

The same holds if the hypothèses that B and H(B) are Jf-flat are replaced
by the assumption that A and H (A) are flat. In the proof we then use a
resolution of B.

10. Properly filtered eomodules

In this section we shall assume that the coalgebra A is if-flat, i.e. that for
each p, the functor <8>AV is exact.

Define the subcomodules 8VA by setting

IAq
if q <i p

0 if q > p

Then for any right yl-comodule A set

9 P

We then hâve

0 S_tA c S0A c <z S^A c ^+1^ c
U S9A A

V S9A c i7/Stt^ ® ^yl, u + v p.

Generalizing this we define a proper filtration T of A to be a séquence of
subcomodules Tv A of A such that
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0 T_xA c T0A c TPA c TP+1A c
U TVA A

S7TPA c TUA x 8VA, u + v p.

The fîltration S described above is therefore a proper filtration of A and is
called the filtration by coskeletons.

Since A is K-Û&t we find that V induces morphisms

from which we deduce, by projection, morphisms

Thèse morphisms are compatible with dififerentiation provided on the right
side we use the differentiation d ® Ap. Thus, again using iT-flatness of Ap9 we
obtain morphisms

y1Ptq:E1Ptq(A)->Hq(T0A)®Ap.

We shall say that the proper filtration T of A is perfect if the following two
conditions hold

(10.1) Thediagrams

^X Hq(T,A) ® Ap

\l9t() t-» HQ(T0A)
are commutative. Yp-i,q

10.2) The induced morphisms

are isomorphisms.

Proposition 10.1. Let A, A' be right yl-comodules with perfect filtrations
T, T' and let f:A -> A' be a morphism compatible with the filtrations.
Then H (/) : H (A) -> H {A') is an isomorphism if and only if / induces an
isomorphism H (TQ A ** H (Tf0 A').

This follows directly from the comparison theorem for spectral séquences
(Séminaire Cartan 1954/55, Exposé 3).
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Proposition 10.2. Let A be simply connectée! and let X be a tapered in-

jective complex in DOA. Then the filtration of X by coskeletons is perfect.

Prooî. Since each Xp in injective it is a direct factor of a comodule Cp Çg> A
where Cp is in DGK. Thus adding a direct summand to Xp} we may assume
that Xp Cp ® A for every p. As a conséquence we may assume that as a

graded UT-module we hâve X G ® A.
This reduces the proof of 10.2 to the following

Proposition 10.3. Let A be simply connected, let C cOK and let d be a
differentiation in A G ® A such that A is a right yl-comodule with the
structure morphism V C ® ô. Then the filtration of A by coskeletons is

perfect.

Prooî. First observe that

Therefore
SPA

A

and thus C is a subcomodule of A with a differential operator de. Consider the
differential operator

d dc®l + l®dA.
For c € Cq, X € Ap we hâve

V^(c ®A) dV(c®A) d(c ® dA).

Since Ax 0 we hâve

Therefore mod/S^2(-4 ® ^4) we hâve

V^(c ® A) d(c ® 1 ® X) =dcc ® 1 ® 1 +
Since the resuit dépends only upon de and dA, we hâve the same with d re-

placed by d. Thus we hâve shown that

V dy^S/dy mod 8^2 (A ® A) for y *SPA

Since ((7 ® e ® A) V (C ® e ® -4) (C ® ô) O ® 1^ 1.4 it follows that

dy dy mod /S^2^4 for y c flf,Jl
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Therefore (E°(A),d°) and (E1(A),d1) and E2(A) (but not necessarily d2)

will be the same for the differential operator d as for d. Thus we may assume

that d d, i.e., that A G ® A is an extended comodule. In this case

8VA C ® 8PA and the vérification that the filtration is perfect is entirely
obvious.

We now note that if A is connected then for any right comodule A, the sub-
comodule So A consists of ail éléments a c A such that S/ a — a (& l. From
the définition of the cotensor product we then see that

SQA A DAK.

If T is any proper filtration of A then T0A 80A and therefore we hâve a
morphism

H{T0A)->H{A UAK).

Composing this with the morphism

eA,K : H (A \JA K) -> Coter" (A,K)
we obtain

fi: H(T0A) -^Cotor^1 (A,K).

Theorem 10.4. Let A be a simply connected and iT-flat coalgebra over K,
let A be a right yl-comodule with a perfect filtration T. Then f} is an iso-

morphism.

Prooî. Let e : A -> X be a tapered injective resolution of and consider

e: A ->X. By 10.2, the filtration of X by coskeletons is perfect. Since

TVA c S9A we hâve that e (T9A) c SPX. Further, by 6.3, H (s) is an
isomorphism. Thus 10.1 implies that s induces an isomorphism

H(T0A) ** H(SQX).

However H(S0X) H(X UA K) Cotor^4 (A,K) and the proof is
complète.

11. The géométrie filtration

Let A be a simplicial set (i.e. a complète semi-simplicial complex) and let
K be a commutative ring fixed once and for ail. We shall dénote by the same
symbol A the D G if-module of normalized chains in A with coefficients in K
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and write H (A) for the homology GK-module. If G is any DOK-module then
we write H (A; C) for H (A ® G).

If X is a topological space and S(X) is its total singular simplicial set, then
we shall frequently write X for S(X). Thus X will dénote a space, a simplicial
set or a D(?i?-module depending upon the context.

Given a simplex s in A of dimension n, we dénote by s £ (0 ^ p <J g <J n) the
simplex of dimension g — p obtained from s by applying the face operator
eQ+1 (n — g)-times and then the face operator eQ p-times. We now define

ô: A -+A ®A

by the usual Alexandbr-Whitney formula

ôs

We also define e: A -> K by setting £5 0 if n > 0 and es 1 if n 0.
The mappings e, ô convert A into a jfiT-coalgebra and A ® C is a left
^4-comodule.

A morphism f : A -+ B of simplicial sets induces a morphism of JT-coalge-
bras and an /-morphism f®C:A®C->B(&C of comodules.

The géométrie filtration O of A <g> C induced by / is defined by setting Gv

to be the submodule of A (g) C generated by simplexes s such that fs is an
iterated degeneracy of a simplex of dimension <£ p. This is équivalent with
the condition that f(sf) be degenerate for any face s' of s of dimension > q.
To verify that G is a proper filtration of A ® C as a left jB-comodule, con-
sider an n-simplex s in A. Then

V (s ® c) 27s* ® / («J) ® c 0 ^ q ^ n

Thus if s (g) c c GP and /(sj) is non degenerate then si ® c € GP_a. Thus

as required. The morphism

takes then the form

Now consider a fibration n: E -> B of topological spaces, let Jf be a sub-

complex of S(B) with a single 0-simplex bQ€ B9 let N be the subcomplex
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of S (E) and let q : N -> M be induced by n. Then for the géométrie
filtration G of N ® C indueed by q we hâve

GQ F®C, where F 7i-1(b0)
and

y1: E1(G)->M ®H(F;C).

We shall use the following facts, which constitute the basie facts of the com-
putation of the Serre spectral séquence of a fibration; [10], [9], [2],

(11.1) y1 is an isomorphism.
(11.2) Each 1-simplex of M defines an automorphism of H(F;C) and

there results a local coefficient System on M. If in M ® H (F; C) this local
System is used, then y1 commutes with the differentiation.

It follows from the above that the filtration G of N (g) C is perfect if the
local System on M is constant. In particular, this is the case when M has only
one 1-simplex, i.e. when M is a simply connected coalgebra.

12. The main results

Consider a commuting diagram

37»/ y jpJDj Hi

n'\ \n
B' —-+B

of simplicial sets. The diagram is then also a commuting diagram of JsT-coalge-

bras. In particular, B' may be regarded as a right S-comodule and E <g> C

(where C c DGK) as a left B-comodule. There results a commuting diagram

H (E' Ue'{E' Ç

p{g<8>0))\

H(B'\3b(Eï

H

S>0))

5 0))

(E';

j

G)

* Cotor*'

y CotorB

(E

J

', E' ® 0)
Cotor" (n1,

,E ®C)

g$5 0)H

where <p ng fn'. There results a morphism
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t : H{Ef; C) -> Cotor b (J3', E ® C)

which is the prime objective of our investigation.

Theorem 12.1. Consider a commuting diagram of topological spaces

Tfll *^ ITT
Ml Mi

«l
B1—>B

where B is (pathwise) connected and simply connected, n is a fibration (in the
sensé of Serre) and ri is the fibration induced by /. Then for any commutative
ring K and any DOK-module G we hâve

H (Ef; C) f* Cotor5 (Bf, E ® C).

In the spécial case when B1 is the space consisting of a single point, E' is
the fiber F of n corresponding to b0 f(B') as base point. This yields

Theorem 12.2. If n : E -> B is a fibration with fiber F tz-1^) and if
the space B is connected and simply connected, then

H (F; C) ** Cotor* (K, E ® C).

In both theorems the isomorphisms are instances of the morphism t
It should be observed that we could equally well regard C ® E as a right

JS-comodule and B1 as a left JS-comodnle, thereby interchanging the two
variables in the functor Cotor5.

13. Proof of Theorem 12.1

By considering the pathwise connected components of B1 separately, we

may assume without any loss of generality that B' is pathwise connected. We

sélect base points b'Q e Br 9 b0 e B such that fbf0 60. Then the fibers F n"1 (b0)

and F! ri~^{bf0) may be identified under g.
Let M be a minimal subcomplex of 8(B) relative to b0 as base point. Let

N =z Tt^iM) be the subcomplex of 8(E) consisting of ail singular simplexes
s with n (s) in M. We note (without proof) that we hâve a commuting diagram
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N

•1
M

k

^ S(B)

l
—? N

•i
—? M

of simplicial maps with the following properties.
(13.1) j and k are inclusions.
(13.2) hj and Z& are identities.
(13.3) j,k,h and Z induce isomorphisms of homology.
Similarly we choose a minimal complex in S(Bf) relative to brQ and obtain

a diagram as above with "primes".
Now consider the commuting diagram

N' JL S(Ef) ^M S(E) -U N

q'\ S(n>)\ S(n)\ Q\

There results a commuting diagram

H (Nf; C) H(k;G\ ff(Ef; G) -^> Cotor^t^, E ® C)

t'J Cotor^(^J®C)J (13.4)

Cotor^ (M1, N ® 0) — Cotor^ (B\ N ® C)
CotorM(;, N ® C)

where t; is the morphism resulting from the diagram

q'\ Je (13-5)

Jf;—>M
u

with u hS (/) /', v — Is (g) k1.

By the isomorphism theorem 7.1, the morphisms in (13.4) except r and t'
are isomorphisms. Thus r is an isomorphism if and only if r' is an isomorphism.

We note that in diagram (13.5), M' has one 0-simplex, M has one 0-simplex
and one 1-simplex and the fibers of q and q' are both S (F), and are identified
under v.

Since the coalgebra M is simply connected we may choose a tapered injective
resolution of N x C as a left if-comodule
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e: N ® C ->X

from which we dérive the morphism

e: N x C ->X
of left Jf-comodules.

The mapping t' is then induced by

f : N1 ®C -+M' UmX

defined for any w-simplex s in Nr by

Ç(s ®c) 2; g'(«g) ®e(vs^ ®c), O^

where Jf' DmI is regarded as a iT-submodule of M' ® X.
In Nf (g) C we consider the géométrie filtration G given by q' while in

Jfef7 Dm-X" we consider the filtration R given by the degrees in M'. Then, if
s ® c eGp then Qf(sl) is degenerate for q > p so that Ç(s ® c) c Rp. Thus |
is compatible with the filtrations G and iî. By (11.1) we hâve

E1G Mf ®H(F;C).
The terms E°p>* for iî are

where M'v has the trivial structure morphism s -» s ® 1. Thus Mfp as a

right Jf-comodule is a direct sum of copies of K. Consequently we hâve the
identification

Therefore

E1R ^ ® #(# DmI) Jf^ ® Cotor^(iT, N ® C).

Consequently,
JS?1| iIf/ ®j9

where
^3 : # (J; C) -> Cotor^ {K, N ® C)

is induced by ~

#®C—» N ®C—? I.
Since the géométrie filtration G of N ® (7 given by g is perfect and since

Go F ® C, the fact that j8 is an isomorphism follows from 10.4.
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14. Connecting morphisms
Let

0 -> A' -> A -> A" -> 0

be a séquence of right yl-comodules which is exact in the ordinary sensé, i.e.
such that

Q-+A'n-+A%-+Al+0 (14.1)

is exact for every n. Assume that A is if-flat and that B is a K-ûat left
/l-comodule. Then in the canonical resolution of jB, the comodules Bn are
iT-flat. Since A D^ Xn A ® Bn it follows that the séquences

o^i'D^i^in,!!71^Alf nAxn-*o

are ail exact. Consequently we obtain an exact séquence of D 6? if-modules

0 -> T(A',A,X) -> r(i4,/l,Z) -> r(^, A,X) -> 0

and passing to homology we obtain the exact triangle

CotoH (A\ B) -L Cotor^1 (JL', B)\ / (14.2)
Cotor^1 (^, B)

with the Connecting morphism 9 of degree — 1.

If
0 -> jB; -> J8 -> JS^ -> 0

is an exact séquence as above of right yl-comodules then it follows that in the
canonical resolutions of Bf9 B, B" we hâve the exact séquences

0 -> B'n -> Bn -> B"71 -> 0

0 -> Z/w -> Zw -> X"n -> 0

If, therefore A and fi" are if-flat, then B"n are Z-flat and it follows as above
that the séquence

0 -+T{A9A9X') -+T(A,A9X) -+T(A9A,X") -> 0

is exact. This yields the exact triangle
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CotoH (A, B") -^ Coter" (A, B')\ i/
CotorA(A,B)

The usual formai raies for the two Connecting morphisms apply and will not
be stated hère. In particular, the Connecting morphisms commute with the
morphisms t of § 12. Thus, in particular under the conditions of 12.1, if

0 -> C" -> C -> C" -> 0

is an exact séquence of D(? if-modules, then the triangles

H(E';C") -^ H(E';C)

H(E';C)
and g

Cotor* (£', E x C") —> Cotor* (Bf, E x C)

CotoiB (Bf,E x C)
are isomorphic.

Remark. To obtain the exact triangle (14.2), the condition that A and B
are JT-flat may be replaced by the condition that the séquence (14.1) be split
exact.

15. The relative theorem

Let A be a simplicial set, Ax, A2 simplicial subsets of A and let A12 Ax fl A2.

For any DO^-module C we hâve the commuting diagram

0 0 0

j i i
0 Au ® C At®C (AlA2) ® 0 0

I i i
0 A2 ® C A ® C (AIA) ® 0 0

i 1 1

®G —> (A/Ai) ®C —- {AjAj, U At) ® C —» 0

I l i
0 0 0
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with exact rows and columns. The module

is the relative homology module, while

H {A,A19 A2; C) H (A,A2, Ax\ C) H ((A/A1 u A2) ® C)

is the triad homology module. Note that H (A, 0; C) H (A) C) and
H(A,Al9A2;C) H {A9AX;C) if A% c Ax.

Note that if X is a topological space and Xx, X2 are subspaces of X then
S (Xi) U S (X2) is a simplicial subset of $ (Xx U X2). If the inclusion
S(XX) U /S(X2) -> ^(X! U X2) induces isomorphisms of homology groups
then the triad (X, Xx, X2) is called jrroper and we then hâve H(X,X1, X2\ C)

H (X, XX\J X2\ C). This is always the case when X2 c Xx. Since in our
notation X and 8(X) frequently are denoted by the same symbol, we shall
write Xx v X2 for S (Xx) U S (X2) so as not to confuse it with S (Xx U X2).

Consider the commuting diagram

i
g' _Z_ JET (15.1)

«1

n"\ n'\ n\

of simplicial sets in which i,i',j,k, are inclusions. We then hâve the
commuting diagram

H{E',E»,D';C)

'jE" U D') ; C) —? Cotor*' (^', (E'/E" U X>') ® C)

J |Cotor"(«,/S(8)C)

C)) —? Cotor*

where y ng — fri and

<x:E' -+ B'jB", p : ^'/JP' U !>'

are induced by n' and g^.

15 CHH TOI. 40
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There results a morphism

r : H (E1, E\ Df; C) -> Cotor*(B>'/B"', EjD ® (7). (15.2)

Theorem 15.1. Assume that 15.1 is a diagram of topological spaces and that
(i) i9i'9j9k9 are inclusions,
(ii) 7i and ni are fibrations,
(iii) ri and ri V are fibrations induced by /,
(iv) ri' is the fibration induced by fj,
(v) B is pathwise connected and simply connected.

Then for every DGK-modxùe C, (15.2) is an isomorphism.

Proof. From the exact séquences

0 -> B" -> B' -> B'jB" -> 0

0 _> E" -> JE' -> JB'/^ -> 0

we deduce the commuting diagram with T CotorB (—, E ® C)

—>H(E"\C)—>H(Ef; G) >H(E',Elf\C)—>H(E";C)—?

i' !• i- I-
+ T{B") T(B') > T(B'IB") > T{B")

Thus 12.1 and the U5 lemma" imply that

r : H(Ef, E"; C) -> Cotor*(JB'/JS", E ® C)

is an isomorphism.
We now consider the exact séquences with D" E" n D'

0 _> E" -> £' -> JS'/^7 -> 0

0 -> ^7D/; -> WjD' -> E'\E" Ui)'->0

and hâve the commuting diagram with T CotoiB(BfIB', — ® C)

if (E\ D"; C) -> ^(iï', D';C)->H (Ef9 E\ Df;G)-> H{E"9 D"; C) ->

T {E") T(W) > T (E'jE") > T (E")
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Applying the "5 lemma" again it follows that H{E' ,E\D'\ C) -> T{E'jE'f)
is an isomorphism as required.

16. External products

Given A and B in DGK we define the permutation morphism

a: A ® B -> B ® A
by the usual formula

a (a ®b) (—1)*«6 ® a, acAp, b e Bq

Let ^4 and T be l£-coalgebras, let A be a right /l-comodule and jB a right
JH-comodule. The morphisms

A ®r ÔA®dr,A ®A ® r<%> rA ®a®^ A ^ r^A 0 r
a ®bVa® Vb> a ®A®B®rA ®a ® r> a ® b ®a® r

convert A ® F into a JT-coalgebra and A ® B into a right A ® T-co-
module. Similarly if G is a left /1-comodule and D is a left T-comodule then
G ® D is a left A ® JT-comodule. Further we hâve the commutative diagram

V ® 1

A ® B ® G ® D A ® B ® A ® T ®C ®D

V818VX1J. ® C ® B ® D —?-— A®A®G®B®T®D
where the vertical maps are suitable permutation morphisms. The same
diagram holds with the horizontal arrows replaced by 1 ® V and 1 ® V <8> 1 ® V •

This implies a natural transformation

| : (A Oi C) ® (B DrD) -> (A ® B) OA®r(C ® D)

Proposition 16.1. If A is ^1-injective and B is f-injective then A ® B is
A ® T-injective and | is an isomorphism.
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Proof. Without any loss of generality we may assume that A and B are
extended, i.e. that A Af ® A, B B' ® F where A' and B' are 1)6?if-
modules. Then A®B Af®A®B'®F^Af®Bf®A®r so that
A ® B is A ® f-injective. Further, using 2.1, f reduces to

| : (4; ® C) ® (£' ® D) -> (^ ® £') ® ((7 ® D)

which upon inspection turns out to be a switching isomorphism.

Proposition 16.2. If e : A -> X is an injective resolution in DGA and

rj : B -> Y is an injective resolution in D G F then £®^:^4®JS->X®F
is an injective resolution in DG (A ® F).

Proof. We recall that X ® Y is defined as the complex

(X ® 7)™

and with the usual dérivation operator. It is clear from 16.1 that each (X ® Y)n
is A ® T-injective. To prove that s ® 77 is acyclic, we observe that the
condition that e: A -> X is acyclic is easily seen to be équivalent with the
condition that e : A -> X regarded as a morphism in the category of complexes
in DGK is a chain homotopy équivalence. It now follows readily that

® B ^L X®B —-^ X ® Y

are chain homotopy équivalences and thus e ® rj also is a chain homotopy
équivalence.

We consider the complexes

Y, A® F, C®D)

T T(X9A,C)9 T"

We hâve by 16.1
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where sf + s" s. There results a natural morphism

T'®T"->T. (16.1)

Passing to homology we hâve

H(T) ®H(T") ->H(T! ®T") ->H(T). (16.2)

Consequently, we obtain a natural morphism

Cotor'1 (A, G) ®Cotorr (B,D) ->CotoTA(^r(A ® B}C ® D) (16.3)

Proposition 16.3. If A and F are simply connectée! and if A, A, G and
Cotor^1 (A, G) are JT-flat then (16.3) is an isomorphism.

Proof. Since A and F are simply connected, the resolutions X and Y may
be chosen tapered. Then X ® Y is a tapered resolution of A ® J3. It follows
that the various products involved in T, Tf and î1" are finite. Therefore (16.1)
is an isomorphism. It therefore suffices to show that H(Tf) ®H(T") ->
->H(Tr ® T") is an isomorphism. For this it suffices to establish that T!
and H{T') are if-flat. The assumption that Cotor'1 (A, C) is iT-flat yields the
J?-flatness of H(Tr). If we choose X to be the canonical resolution of A,
then since A and A are Z-flat, it follows that An and X71 are if-flat. Then
^w di G & An ® C and therefore Z71 D^ 0 also is iT-flat. Therefore, with
this choice of X, T' is Z-flat.

It should be noted that the morphism (16.3) is associative in the following
sensé. If E is a third i£-coalgebra, then the diagram

Cotor^1 x Cotorr X Cotorr Cotor^®r ® Cotor27

commutes. For convenience we omitted the variables. The proof of this
associative law is omitted.

We now return to the complexes T9T\ T" above. The main filtrations of
T1 and T" induce a filtration of T' ® T" using the usual rule

Fr (Tr ® T") ZFUT' ®FUT", u + v r

and the morphism (16.1) is compatible with the filtration. There resuit mor-
phisms
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|r : E'r ® E"r -> Er

which are compatible with the difFerentiations. Further the diagram

H (E* ® E") m*! H (Er)

I

fcr+1 il

Elr+1 ® J?"r+1 ——? JE?r+1

commutes. If
A9r,A, -B, IT(il), H(r), H(A), H(B) (16.4)

are JT-flat then by 9.2 jB/2 may be replaced by CotorHU), etc. The morphism
|2 then becomes

CotoTHiA)(H(A),H(C))

-> CotorHU)®ff(r)(if(^) ® H(B)9H(C) ® JÏ(D)) (16.5)

From 16.3 we know that (16.5) is an isomorphism if

H(A) and jff(r) are simply connected and H (A), H(A)

H(G) and CotorHU) (H(A), H(C)) are JC-flat. (16.6)

Thus is both (16.4) and (16.6) hold then f2 is an isomorphism. This implies
that |3 is an isomorphism if we know that En H(E"2) is if-flat. By
induction we thus obtain

Proposition 16.4. If H (A) and H (F) are simply connected and if
A9r9A9B,GiH(A),H(r),H(A),H(B)tH(C) and E"r(r^2) are Z-flat
then fr : jE?/r ® JS"r ^> .Br is an isomorphism.

Of course, ail the flatness conditions are automatically fulfilled if K is a field.

17. The Eilenberg-Zilber Theorem

Given simplicial sets A and B the product AxB is a simplicial set with
(A X B)n AnxBn. The Eilenbbrg-Zilbek [8], [4] theorem establishes

morphisms «.

A X 5^^ ® B (17.1)
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of DGK-modulea which hâve the foliowing properties

(17.2) £ and rj are natural in A, B (and K).
(17.3) fij=l.
(17.4) tjC is homotopic to 1 (in a natural fashion). It foliows that
(17.5) H(rj) is an isomorphism with H(Ç) as inverse.

Since both sides of (17.1) are if-coalgebras it is natural to ask whether £

and rj are compatible with the coalgebra structures. The mapping £ is defined
by

Ç(a,b) 2a*®b;, Q^p^O a e An b e Bn

and is not compatible with the coalgebra structures. The définition of r] is
much more elaborate. Given integers 0 ^ m fg n we dénote by (m, n) the set
of ail integers q such that m^q^n. Consider diagrams

(0,m)

(0, m + n) -^> (0, m) X (0, n)

(0,n)
where ^ and jr2 are projections, ^co and tt2co are weakly monotone and

^oj -\- 7t2co is the identity. If œ has this property then the points
(o(t), O^t^p-\-q are the vertices of a path in the rectangle with corners
(0,0), (m, n) leading from (0, 0) to (m, n) and composed of m + n intervais of
length 1 parallel to one of the axes. The area of the rectangle under the path
is then an integer k and we dénote i(co) — (—l)k. Then rj is given for
d€Am, be Bn by

rj (a ® 6) El (œ) (^œa, 7i2cob)

the summation extending over ail paths co from (0, 0) to (m, n) as described
above. We assert that

rj is a morphism of iT-coalgebras. (17.6)

The commutativity of the diagram

A ® B-^-+A ®B
e (g) e\l )/ e

K
is évident. We must show that the diagram
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A ® B A X B

A ®A ® B ® B ô

5 a ® 1 |
.4 ® B ® A ® B JL^Jt (Ax B) ®(Ax B)

commutes. Applying ô ® <5 to a ® 6, a c .4TO, 6 € Bn yields

27ag ® flp ® 6g ® 6", p e (0, m), q e (0, n).

Applying 1 ® a ® 1 to each term yields

Applying r\ ® rç yields

27 27 (— l)<M-*>n(ctO*(co'0(^<w'<> ^w'ij) ® (<V'a£, T^o/fc") (17.7)

where m' ranges through ail paths from (0, 0) to (p, q) while w" ranges through
ail paths from (0, 0) to (m —p9 n —q). By translation, the path co" may
be regarded as running from (p, q) to (m, n) and thus we obtain a path
co cof -)- et/' from (0, 0) to (m,n). A calculation of areas shows that

(— lyj(m-p)ql ^'J j (a/) ;_. e (^
Further

Thus (17.7) becomes

27

where co ranges through ail the paths from (0, 0) to (m, n) passing through
(p9 q). Fixing r p + Ç we obtain this way ail paths co. Thus the summa-
tion above is

S Z{7ixo)a9 7t2cob)rQ ® (^coa, 7r2co6)^+n r c (0, m + n)
r

which is preeisely àr}(a ® 6). This concludes the proof.
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Let B' be a simplicial subset of JS. The morphism rj: A ® B -> A x B
then induces a morphism

rjf : A ® BjB1 -*A x B\A x B'.

The left side is a lefb A ® J3-comodule while the right one is a left A x B-
comodule. It is trivial to see that tf is an ^-morphism of comodules. Further
H(rj') is an isomorphism.

18. Cotor as a coalgebra

Let A be a simplicial set. We then hâve a commuting diagram

A ^ A \y A

where d is the diagonal map. Since H(Ç) and H (rj) are inverses of each other,
we obtain the commuting diagram

H(A)--^lH(A x A)

H(A®A).

Assume now that H (A) is iT-flat. Then by § 9, H (A) is a Jf-coalgebra with a
structure morphism ôh and we hâve the commuting diagram

H(A) ^H H(A x A)

\H(rj)
H(A)®H(A)

Since d and rj are morphisms of coalgebras it follows that H(d) and H(rj)
are also morphisms of ^-coalgebras and thus ôh is a morphism of iT-coalgebras.
This is équivalent to the well known fact that the iT-coalgebra H (A) is com-
mutative.

If Al9 A2 are simplicial subsets of A and G is in DGK then H{A,AXiAz\G)
is a left (or right) j?(^4)-comodule and we hâve the commuting diagram
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H(A,Al9A%; G) H^d®°\ H(A XA,A xAl9A xA2;C)
VirJ j#(rç<g>C) (18.1)

H(A)^H(A9Al9AÈ;C) H(A ® {AIAt\jAt) ®C)

where Vh is the structure morphism of H{A9 Al9 A2; C). It follows that
Vh is a morphism of H (^)-comodules.

We return to diagram (15.1) of simplicial sets and assume throughout this
section that

(18.2) There exists a simplicial set M with a single 1-simplex and a
morphism q: B -> M of simplicial sets such that H (g) is an isomorphism.

This hypothesis is satisfied if B is the singular simplicial set of a pathwise
connected and simply connected topological space.

We hâve the diagonal maps

d: B-+B x B, dx: B'/B" -> B' x Bf/Bf x B"

d2 : EjD -> E x E\E x D

and we consider the diagram

C)

Coter*** (5' x 5'^' x ^ j? x

(18.3) Cotor«®B (£' ^ (B'/B"), E ® £/D ® (7)

Cotor5 (B', JB) ® CotovB (B'/B", e/D ® C)

Since H(rj)9 Hfa), H(rj2) are isomorphisms it follows from the isomorphism
theorem 7.1 that Cotorf7(^1, % ® (7) is an isomorphism. From 16.2 we know
that | is an isomorphism if

B',^) isZ-flat. (18.4)

If (18.4) holds, then (18.3) yields a morphism

Cotor*(B'IB*, E/D ® C) -> Cotor*^, jE?) ® Cotor5(J5; jB;/, JP/D ® C). (18.5)
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As a spécial case of (18.5) we hâve

Cotor* (Bf, E) -> Cotor* (B1, E) ® Cotor* (Bf, E). (18.6)

We also hâve a morphism

Cotor* (BfyE) ->K (18.7)

induced by mapping B, B' and E into a pointlike simplicial set (which has
one simplex in each dimension).

It is a formai matter to verify that (18.6) and (18.7) convert Cotorfî(J3', E)
into a graded if-eoalgebra and that (18.5) converts Cotor*(Br/B", EjD <g> C)
into a graded left CotorB (Bf, J57)-comodule.

Assume now that
H(Er) isif-flat. (18.8)

Writing down the appropriate fairly large commuting diagram one easily ob-
tains that

r0: H(Er) -+CotovB (B', E)

is a morphism of graded If-coalgebras and that

r : H(Ef,E", Df; C) -> Cotor* (B'/B^E/D ® C)

is a r0-morphism of graded left comodules.
In diagram (18.2) we may replace the functor Cotor by the spectral séquence

functors Er. Then assuming

H{B), H(B'), H(B!jB"), H{E) and Er(Br,B,E) (r^2) areZ-flat (18.9)

we obtain that Er (Br, B, E) is a (graded differential) iT-coalgebra and that
Er (B'/B", B, E/D ® C) is a left Er (Bf, B, £)-comodule.

Conditions (18.9) together with 9.2 yield isomorphisms

\ B, E) ^ CotovHiB) (H(Bf),H(E))

E*(B'\B\ B, E/D ® C) & CotovHiB)^H(Br, B"), H(E, D; C))

This yields morphisms (18.5) and (18.6) with B, Bf, etc. replaced by H(B)9
H(Br), etc. Thèse morphisms can be obtained from diagram (18.3) by re-
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placing B,Bf, etc. by H(B),H(Bf), etc. However, in view of (18.1) the
following slightly simpler diagram may be used

',B"),H(E,D;C)) —? Cotor*»*»®*<*>(#(£') ®H(B',B")
H (E) ® H (E, D; C)

', B"),H(E,D', C))

The horizontal morphism is induced by the structure morphism

H(B) -> H (B) ® H(B)9 H(B'y B") -> H(B') ® H(Bf, B")
and

H(E,D; C) ->H(E)®H(E,D; C).
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